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Sensitivity analysis in simultaneous state/parameter estimation for induction motors

MAZEN ALAMIR t

In this paper, a sensitivity analysis is carried out for the problem of simultaneous estimation of induction motor's state
and parameters. This is done using separable least squares formulation. It comes out that even in the presence of
persistent excitations, the above problem is very sensitive to noises and/or uncertainties especially for one of the four
possibly identifiable combinations of parameters. Numerical simulations are conducted that confirm the sensitivity-based
predictions.

puted for several standard configurations under torque/
flux control. Some numerical simulations are then con-
ducted to validate the sensitivity-based predictions.
finally conclusions are dressed in § 5.

2. Equation rewriting and preliminary results

Using R, L and M to denote resistance, inductance
and mutual inductance respectively, using

IT
x := ([sa, [s!3, (J>sa, (J>s!3

to designate state vector and indices r and s to refer to
rotor and stator components respectively, the induction
motor's dynamical model is given by

'Plh + 2.QJ P2h -2p3J )x +
(P312 )u

°2x2 12

(I)x=
qlI2

where

R;

aLsLr
PI := ~ P2 :=

(2)

q1 = -RsP3 = - L ,u a

I. Introduction

In many application areas, induction motors stand
out because of inherent qualities such as robustness, low
cost and simplicity. While initially recognized to be dif-
ficult to control because of non-linearities and the need
for state estimation, induction motors presently take
advantage of many high quality estimation-based con-
trol schemes (see among other works (Glumineau et al.
1993, Espinosa and Ortega 1994,.Espinoza-Perez et al.
1994, Glielmo et al. 1994, Lu and Chen 1995, Hu et al.
1996, Chiasson 1998, Ahmed-Ali et al. 1999, Balloul and
AIamir 2000».

In nowadays industrial requirements, however, good
control under nominal (or even, a slightly perturbed)
model is no more sufficient. Monitoring parameter var-
iations becomes unavoidable to maintain control perfor-
mance level and, mainly, to enable a real-time diagnosis
to be performed. Therefore, a simultaneous state/para-
meter estimation schemes need to be considered (Nilsen
and Kazmierkowski 1989, de Kock et al. 1994, Sdid and
Benbouzid 2000, Alonge et al. 2001, Besanon 2001). In
all these works, the nominal feasibility of the above task
is studied but no sensitivity analysis has been explicitly
and rigourously addressed. This is however crucial in a
realistic industrial context characterized by unavoidable
sensor noises and model uncertainties.

The aim of the present paper is to address this pro-
blem, namely, sensitivity analysis in the context of
induction motor's simultaneous state/parameters esti-
mation. This is done according to the following steps.
First the motor's equations are recalled and rewritten
(§ 2) in a convenient form in order to put the estimation
problem in a somehow standard scaled separable least
squares form (Bruls et al. 1999); then a sensitivity criter-
ion is defined and justified (§ 3). The latter is then com-

in which a := 1- (M2 / LsLr), !1 stands for the mechan
ical speed, 12 the identity in ~2x2 and

(0 -I )J= I 0

It can readily be inferred from (I) that whatever is
the estimation scheme that may be used, only the four
combinations of paraIpeters (ql ,PI ,P2,P3) can be hope-
fully estimated.

By straightforward manipulations together with sys-
tematic use of reference values for time, state and para-
meters, equation (I) can clearly De put into the following
scaled form (see appendix for detailed expressions)
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the identity (5) being imposed at 'each' t E [t, t + NaTs],
~ractical sensitivity analysis' on the latter can be in-
ferred from the former provided that Ts is sufficiently
small and N a is sufficiently high. This is because, what-
ever is the dynamical estimation scheme being used,
such unavoidable finite-precision-like limitations are to
be accounted with (finite precision integration schemes
for dynamical observers equation, sampled measures
acquisition, etc.).

dji

dl
[P1A1(t) P3A3(t)] Ao(t)ji (3)Ji2A2(t)

u

ijlE1(t) ( ~'\

U)

d~

dl
Eoil (4)

3. Sensitivity analysis

3.1. Definition of a sensitivity criterion

It is a well known fact (Golub and Pereyra 1973,
Bruls et al. 1999) that the solution of (10) is given by

(}o p t:=minll(/zN -t{tl,(})tt{tl'(}))F{tl)112 {11)II a

where y := (Isa, Is{3) T E ~2 stands for the measured

-T 2scaled stator current vector while I:. := ( c;l>sa, c;l>s{3) E ~
denotes the scaled unmeasured stator flux vector. Note
that scalling is crucial for sensitivity-related studies
(Grimstad and Mannseth 2000). The sensitivity analysis
proposed in this paper is based on the following
straightforward result

Lemma I: Denote by F(t) = y -Ao(t)y(t). The follow-

ing equation holds for all t ?: tl

[T p--+F(t; tl; 'I; ijl)]jj = F(t) E ~2; for all t ?: tl (5)

where

ji(t)y(t)

(6)Al(t)Tp--F(t;tl;~I;ijl) := A3(t) I

u(t) u(t)

~ ~l + ijJ1/1(t) 111 (tl)J + [T/o(t) -77o(tl)J (7)

(8)ill = El ( 7)0 = Eou; 77o,7)IE~:

+ 8(}app

Note that (7) is nothing but the solution of (4) with
initial condition ~(tl) = ~1 and therefore, the following

holds.

Fact I: The problem of simultaneous estimation of

states and parameters of induction motor is solvable iff,

for all [tl,tl + Ta] there is only one solution of (5) in the
k (CT -T -T )T rrn6

un nowns ..1 , ql ,p E ~ .

Using the notation

= °true + 8()Y + 8~pp; 8()Y = O(118F(t1)II)

where 8()Y is used to denote errors in °c due to measure-
ment firrors 8F(t1) while 80app denotes approximation
errors in solving the non convex optimization problem
(11) in the decision variable 0. Using (12), the computed
p, say Pc may be given by.(using 80 = 8fJY + 80aPP)

--t --
J1c= T (t1' °true + 80)[Ftrue(t1) + 8F(tl)]

-t -

Ptrue + T (tl,(}true)8F(tl)

() := ((f ijl )T E ~3 (9)

and assuming that measured signals (Y, it) are acquired
with a sampling rate T s > 0, it can be inferred from fact 1
that 'practical solvability' of the simultaneous estimation
problem is related to the solvability of the following
separable least squares that can be derived by writing
(5) at instants tl,tl +Ts,tl +2Ts,...,tl +NaTs, namely,
with obvious notations

[t(tl,lJ)lP = F(tl); t(tl'lJ) E ~2Nax3; F(tl) E ~2Na

(10)
+ O(ll6i(tl)I1.lIfj(Jll) (13)

Now, provided that persistent excitations hold, that the
relative measurement error Ilfjilr/llill is sufficiently
small and that N a is big enough, the second term in

Remark I: It is worth noting that although the least
squares problem (10) is not rigorously equivalent to

--t -
Popt ;= T (t1,(}opt)F(t1) (12)

where 12N in (11) stands for the identity matrix in
~(2Na)x(2Naj while it (t1 , (}) is the pseudo-inverse of

i(t1,(}).
In order for a consistent sensitivity criteria to be

defined, let us investigate what happens when measure-
ment errors occur in the acquisition process together
with approximation errors in the computation of the
optimal solution of (11 ). This results in the use of erro-
neous measures Ftrue(t1) + {jF(t1) in the estimation
process (11) and (12) rather than the true vector
Ftrue(t1). In this case, the resulting (}, say (}c is given by
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Another way of justifying the interest carried in these
sensitivity gains is to notice that one may write accord-
ing to (13)

S. .=O(jJc -Ptrue)
1 .i = 1 2 3 ( 15), ., , ,

{}()i perfect measurements

that is, even under perfect measurements, Si represents
the sensitivity of the estimation error Pc -Ptrue to errors
in the estimation of ()i. These errors may be viewed for
instance as transient errors under asymptotically conver-
gent non-linear state and parameters observer schemes,
or even, persistent errors due to unavoidable finite, non-
vanishing, integration step time used in the integration
of such simultaneous observers. In other words, Si may
be viewed as a sensitivity indicator that is intimately
linked (or even originated from) the very simultaneous
aspect of state/parameter estimation for induction
motors.

changes in initial states have been tried without dra-
matic changes in the main qualitative conclusions con-
cerning the sensitivity analysis.

In what follows, the conditions under which several
least squares problems (10) are constructed (matrices
t(tl, 0) and i(tl)) are clearly explained, then, the result-
ing sensitivity indicators Si are computed. From this,
some qualitative predictions are made. The latter are
finally confirmed through further numerical investiga-
tions.

From a control point of view, it is well known
(Espinoza-Perez et al. 1997) that the torque/flux con-
trolled induction machine has a relative degree 1
(Isidori 1989) and a state feedback tracking control
law may easily be obtained under the form u :=
K(t,y,~,p,ij). Injecting this feedback law in the system
equations (3) and (4) while possibly adding an excitation
term

7)ii = K(t,y,~,p,ij) + )I

yields an autonomous system that may be integrated
starting from some initial state Xo ;= (jiJ, l1) T over

[0, tiJ (see figure I). Now taking several v~lues for t1 in
[0, ti -NaTsJ and the corresponding () = (.;(t1), ij1), sev-
eral configurations can be used to built several least
squares problems and compute the corresponding sensi-
tivity indicators Si.

4. Numerical results and validation

The basic simulation corresponds to the scaled initial
state

T -TYO =(0, I) j ~ = (0.6,0.8)

The tracking problem is given by a set-point change in
the scaled torque/flux references given by z' (1) = z! for

t::;: 5 and

t! =-tt[tfJ,]tt+ tt[tt)T[tfJ,]T[I2Na -ttt}I
zr {1) z2 + (z'i -z2)e := (I, I)

zr := (rr, wr) T
zi = (0.8 .2) for 1> 5

Window for LS problem's
construction with ti and
O = «((tl),ij,)
4 ~

(ii(.),{(.»

+ [4- ftt][f~J~[fJJTft (16)

Note that from (6) and (7), it can be inferred that f is an
affine function in the arguments ~I and ill and hence in
(}. therefore, f II; are quite easy-to-compute matrices that
are independent of (}.

As in any non-linear problem, the sensitivity indica-
tors Si depend on the configuration under consideration.
More concretely, they depend on the least squares pro-
blem (10) which is defined by the state and control tra-
jectories over the time interval [tl.' tl + NaTs]. Unless
going through all the configuration space, any result
one may present necessarily corresponds to some parti-
cular case. It is worth noting, however, that many

r, ' ,
t, ~ .t,+N.r, t,

Construction of the least squares problems for
different tls

t=O

Figure

the r.h.s. of (13), namely it (ti , {}true)8i(tl), may lead to
relative errors in Pc that are of the same order of mag-
nitude than the relative measurement errors 118ill/llill
[see (12)]. No such easy arguments can be exhibited
about the third term. This is the reason why, in this
paper, attention is focused on the sensitivity gains

3.2. Computational issues

Equation (14) shows that the key issue in the com-
putation of the sensitivity indicators Si defined in the
preceding section is ~he compu!ation of the gradient of
the pseudo-inverse it (()) of T(()) with respect to the
parameter (). It has been shown in Go1ub and Pereyra
(1973) that, provided that the gradient tlli(()) are analy-

tically given, the gradient tJ(()) can be analyticallygiven by the expression I
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Table 3 Sensitivity results for v 0

Currents (A) Fluxes (Wb) Control (V)Time (8)

100 0.001 100

Table 2. values used in system's equations scaling.

Table 4. Sensitivity results for v given by (18)

.Relative estimation errors on PI are 2 orders of
magnitude greater than those on (}I and (}2.

.Some particularly singular configurations (like the
oQe cdrresponding to tl = l4ms in the last line of

t~ble 3 with relative error amplification of 104 ...!)
may by 'improved' by adding persistent excitation.
However, this does not change the qualitative
facts cited above. This is because, as mentioned
earlier in this paper, even when the regulated vari-
able are constant, the state x = (Isa,Is/3' IPsa, IPs/3)

is time-varying and hence, persistent excitation
naturally holds.

The results shown in table 5 confirm the qualitative
facts mentioned above. Indeed, on this table are shown
the predicted p computed from a slightly erroneous
(} = 0.995 x (}(ti) according to (12) in which (}opt is

replaced by either the true (}(ti) or the above erroneous
value, namely (} = 0.995 x (}(ti). The resulting ii are

shown with the notations iiLS in table 5. The last column
in table 5 shows the estimated ii if a constrained least
squares solver is used in order to force the scaled p to
meet the following constraints

where r and tpr are scaled references on torque and
squared norm of flux vector respectively (scaling values
are 100N.m and 1.0Wb respectively). Jl := 1 (for a time
reference value for scaling tr = I ms). The induction

machine's parameter values are given in table 1. The
mechanical speed 0. in (1) is constant and equals
0. = 900 tr/min.

Reference values used in equations scaling are given
.
In table 2. .
" Acquisiti.Qn parameter:S are Na = 100'and Ts = 10Jls.

This corresponds to a window's width of 1 ms which is
quite compatible with system's dynamics. It. is worth
noting that when the induction machine is regulated
around constant torque and flux, there is no steady
state associated to these constant values. Currents and
flux vectors continuously oscillate which offers natural
persistent excitation.

Table 3 shows the values of the sensitivity indicators
Si E ~3, i= 1, 2, 3 for three different values of tl = 5, 8
and 14ms. This enables to study transient (tl = 5ms),
near constant regulated variables (but not measured
outputs) (t1 = 8 ms) and in completely constant regu-
lated variables (tl = 14ms).

Table 4 shows the sensitivity under the same scenar-
ios when the additional excitation signal [see (17)] is
added

( sin(27rt + 7r/5)

0.2

cos(27rt)
v(t) (18)

PCLS E [0.5 .3] x [0.5 .3] x [0.5

Note the high sensitivity of P2 and the relative
robustness of P3 (under unconstrained least squares).
Note also the very high sensitivity of all the PiS in the
case !1 = 14 ms and v = 0 that can be predicted from the

last line of table 3. Finally, it may be important to note
that the values (1.000) in the column denoted by
p( ! I, ()( ! I) ) in table 5 are effectively computed values
using either constrained or unconstrained least squares.
This proves that P is theoretically identifiable if the exact
value of () is known, the errors in tlie computation of]5 LS
and ]5CLS in table 5 really reflects sensitivity problems.

From the examination of tables 3 and 4, the following
qualitative facts can be inferred:

.The second parameter's combination P2 :=
{Rr/aLsLr) is very sensitive to estimation errors
on (J, especially those errors affecting the estima-
tion of (Jl and (J2, that is, the flux vector. Relative
errors on (Jl and (J2 may be multiplied by 3 orders
of magnitude to yields relative errors on P2.

.Under persistent excitation, relative estimation
errors on P3 are at most of the same order of
magnitude than those on (J (see table 4).
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p(t,,8(t,)) PLS(tl, O.995(}(tl)) PCLS(tl, O.995(}(tl ) )11

5 ms

8 ms

14 ms

5 ms

8 ms

14 ms

o

o

0

Eq. (18)

Eq. (18)

Eq. (18)

(1.00, 1.00, 1.000)
(1.00, 1.00, 1.000)
(1.00, 1.00, 1.000)

(1.00, 1.00, 1.000)
(1.00, 1.00, 1.000)
(1.00, 1.00, 1.000)

(0.79, 28.11, 0.993)
(0.81, 31.48, 1.038)
(0.10,37.88,0.200)

(0.80, 26.36, 0.995)
(0.78, 33.85, 0.999)
(0.77 , 36.84, 1.000)

(0.93, 1.30, 1.014)
(1.18,1.30,1.300)
(1.22, 1.30, 1.300)

(0.93, 1.30, 1.015)
(0.99, 1.30, 1.015)
(0.98, 1.30, 1.000)

Table 5. Validation of the sensitivity-based predictions

5. Conclusion

In this paper, sensitivity analysis is carried for the
problem of simultaneous estimation of state and para-
meters for induction machine controlled in torque and
flux. This is done through the definition of sensitivity
indicators appearing when putting the problem into
standard separable least squares form. The qualitative
results show extreme sensitivity of certain parameters to
estimation error of the state going as far as multiplying
relative errors by three orders of magnitude. This should
incite to the caution in the analysis of works carrying the
simultaneous estimation of induction machine's state
and parameters. These should explicitly handle this
sensitivity problem by studying the performance of the
proposed scheme under different sorts of errors (mea-
surement errors, finite precision integration schemes,
actuator uncertainties). Validations based on nominal
and free-errors simulation are to be definitely avoided.

~ ( °2x2 -2QJ urh)A 3 : = -.,

Yr

Ao := 24.QJ; El := ( lrq1yrh °2x2 ) j

Eo := trurI;

where tT, YT and UT are the reference values used in scal-
ing the equation (see table 2).
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